GRASS

Sports turf

We just made the best high-use, multi-use turf even better: XP Blade+
lasts twice as long as our original XP Blade! Not only that, we did it
without physically changing the blades. How? Science.

Our exclusive tape manufacturing process. Improved.
Our fibrillated technology was already at the forefront of the industry.
Now we’ve made it better, to produce turf fibers even more resistant
to splitting, a turf yarn’s greatest enemy. We’ve also added, at no
extra cost, inherent heat resistance that has been shown to reduce
turf temperatures up to 17.5º F. It all adds up to great playability and
appearance. The turf retains evenness and natural ball roll. With
better tuft bind and reduced infill splash, bumps and potholes.
But keep in mind that this technology is proprietary. Only TenCate
has it. Competitors are using antiquated manufacturing processes
created in the 1980’s. So, no matter hard how they try, they simply
can not create a turf this durable.
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You’d expect a warranty. But you’d never expect this one.
No one else even comes close to our new XP Blade 5-Year Durability
Warranty available through an additional purchase. The industry’s very
first to guarantee for five years of unlimited play against excessive fiber
splitting which leads to matting, dusting and fiber loss and an early end
to a field’s life. What’s more, it’s based on the original value of the field.
When we make claims, we back them up.

TenCate: technological innovation, sensible solutions.
We have decades of industry-leading turf fiber innovation and offer
any kind of turf you could ever need. From Monoslide™ fibers that
provide great playability and durability for the budget minded. To
our XQ™ technology that produces incredibly resilient monofilament
fibers. To XP Blade+, a true breakthrough in durability of multi-use
and high-use fields. Stand-alone or blended, if it’s turf you need,
TenCate has it. And we always exceed expectations.

RESILIENCE

PERFORMANCE

SAME LOOK AND FEEL, TWICE THE DURABILITY.
ISN’T SCIENCE WONDERFUL?

GRASS

NEW XP BLADE+™ HR REDUCES SURFACE TEMPERATURES FOR GREATER COMFORT.

: Polyethylene (PE)
: Non post-fibrillation tape
: 5,000/1; 8,000/1; 10,000/1
: Parallel long slit
: 100 µm thick, non-abrasive
: Fiber embedded

Laboratory Exposure with 500w IR Lamp.
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Temperature build-up vs exposure time in Field Green Color Standard vs Field Green HR Formula.
HR formulation improvement vs Control at exposure temperature greater than 140°F
Average Improvement....17.5 °F Minimum Improvement....14.0 °F Maximum Improvement....23.0 °F Sigma....1.8 °F

TenCate LISPORT Test: Evaluation of XP Blade and XP Blade+
(both products the same thickness–100µm)
Splits, XP Blade 100µm

Because TenCate’s Lisport wear test is considerably
more severe than regular Lisport tests our test numbers should
not be compared directly to regular Lisport test data.

Splits, XP Blade 100µm (projected)

Splits, XP Blade+ 100µm
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Our test breaks the product down much faster so far less
test cycles are needed to provide objective test results.
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Additionally, TenCate’s quantitative method to measure wear
enables objective relative comparison of wear resistance
and product performance.
There is no guesswork.

TenCate turf products are made without adding any heavy metals and conform to the ASTM F 2765-09 and LAGA standards for heavy metal content and DIN 18035-7 for leaching of
heavy metals.

STANDARD COLORS
(for reference only)
Field Green

Olive

Field Green &
Lime Green

Field Green &
Olive

Yellow

Orange

Red

Red Clay

Navy Blue

Florida Blue
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